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Hyperbolic volumesHyperbolic volumes
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6*-(2p+1).(2q).-2.2.-2



(a) +marker; (b) -marker. The broken lines represent the edges of the associated graph 
Gs connecting state circles represented by dots.

Adequacy: markers and state diagrams
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Theorem: Every alternating diagram without nugatory crossings Theorem: Every alternating diagram without nugatory crossings 
is adequate (is adequate (ThistlethwaiteThistlethwaite, , LickorishLickorish, 1988)., 1988).
Hence, Hence, alllalll alternating links are adequatealternating links are adequate

Theorem: An adequate diagram has minimal crossing number Theorem: An adequate diagram has minimal crossing number 
((LickorishLickorish, , ThistlethwaiteThistlethwaite, 1988).  , 1988).  

This theorem can be used to prove This theorem can be used to prove minimalityminimality of someof some
nonnon--alternating link diagrams.alternating link diagrams.

Problem: recognition of semiProblem: recognition of semi--adequate links.adequate links.



First adequate nonFirst adequate non--alternating link: alternating link: 
2,2,2,2,--2,2,--22

s+ adequate

s- adequate

Non-alternating sum of strongly alternating tangles



First nonFirst non--alternating adequate knot alternating adequate knot 
1010152152 (3,2) (3,2) ––(3,2)(3,2)

Non-alternating sum of strongly alternating tangles



MinimalityMinimality and adequacyand adequacy



Inadequate link 2.Inadequate link 2.--2 0.2 0.--2.2 02.2 0

It is inadequate since its first and last coefficient of Jones polynomial is 2.



Inadequate knot 2 0.Inadequate knot 2 0.--2 1.2 1.--2 0.22 0.2

It is inadequate since its first and last coefficient of Jones polynomial is 2.



S. Jablan: Adequacy of Link Families (2008) 



Knots and Graphs: Knots and Graphs: 
TaitTait (checkerboard) coloring(checkerboard) coloring



TrefoilTrefoil

Graph of the trefoil

Dual graph
Non-isomorphic dual graphs



Link from graphLink from graph-- middle graphmiddle graph

Graph of 2 2 Middle graph = 2 2



FamilesFamiles of alternating links and of alternating links and 
families of graphsfamilies of graphs

2 2 3 2

7 43 3

p q



TutteTutte polynomialpolynomial



TutteTutte polynomialpolynomial

Rem: An edge of a connected graph  is a bridge iff it does not lie on any cycle.

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Iff.html


TutteTutte polynomialpolynomial-- general formulageneral formula



TutteTutte polynomialpolynomial-- general formulageneral formula



Jones polynomialJones polynomial
Thistlethwaite's Theorem Jones polynomial of an
alternating link, up to a factor, can be obtained from Tutte
polynomial by replacements: x→ -x and y → -1/x.

Consequence: From general formulas for Tutte

 

polynomials we 
obtain general formulas for Jones polynomials.

Xiao-Song Lin: Zeroes of Jones polynomial

“Packman”



““PackmanPackman””



Zeroes of Jones polynomialZeroes of Jones polynomial

Family p 2
Basic polyhedra

 

(2n)* 
Wheel graphs

 

Wh(n+1)

S.-C.Chang, R.Shrock: Zeroes of Jones polynomials for families
of knots and links, 2001



Jones zerosJones zeros

Rational knots and links, n<13



Jones zerosJones zeros

Rational generating
knots and links



Jones zerosJones zeros

Rational knots with
unknotting number 1



Jones zerosJones zeros

Rational amphicheiral
knots and links



Jones zerosJones zeros

Alternating pretzel 
knots and links



Alexander zerosAlexander zeros

Rational knots
and links



Particular linksParticular links

Alternating pretzel links p,q,r

p=q=r=50

Non-alternating pretzel links p,q,-r



Link familiesLink families

Alternating pretzel p,q,r
up to p=q=r=15

Non-alternating pretzel p,q,-r
up to p=q=r=15



QuasiQuasi--alternating linksalternating links



QuasiQuasi--alternating linksalternating links
all alternating links are quasiall alternating links are quasi--alternating;alternating;
quasiquasi--alternating links with a higher number of crossings can be obtaialternating links with a higher number of crossings can be obtained as ned as 
extension of links which are already recognized as quasiextension of links which are already recognized as quasi--alternating: every alternating: every 
quasiquasi--alternating crossing alternating crossing cc can be replaced by alternating rational tangle of can be replaced by alternating rational tangle of 
the same sign as the same sign as c c ((ChampanarekarChampanarekar, , KofmanKofman, 2008). For the application, , 2008). For the application, 
see T. see T. WidmerWidmer (2008)(2008)
Obstruction for quasiObstruction for quasi--alternating links: alternating links: 
1) Quasi1) Quasi--alternating links have Halternating links have H--thin thin KhovanovKhovanov homology (over homology (over ZZ););
2) Quasi2) Quasi--alternating links have Halternating links have H--thin thin HeegaardHeegaard--FloerFloer homology (over homology (over ZZ22) ) 
(C. (C. ManolescuManolescu, P. , P. OzsvOzsvááthth, 2007). This theorem works for odd homology as , 2007). This theorem works for odd homology as 
well.well.
Remark: in odd homology link is thick if its odd homological widRemark: in odd homology link is thick if its odd homological width th 
ohwohw((LL)>1 (including torsion).)>1 (including torsion).
Problem: find candidates for homologically thin knots that are nProblem: find candidates for homologically thin knots that are not quasiot quasi--
alternating.alternating.



QuasiQuasi--alternating linksalternating links
For a long time, knots 9For a long time, knots 94646 = 3,3,= 3,3,--3 and 103 and 10140140 = 4,3,= 4,3,--3 have been the main 3 have been the main 
candidates. However, according to A. candidates. However, according to A. Shumakovitch'sShumakovitch's computations by computations by 
KhoHoKhoHo both are oddboth are odd--homology thick, so they are not quasihomology thick, so they are not quasi--alternating. The alternating. The 
same property holds for all knots of the family same property holds for all knots of the family pp,3,,3,--3 up to 3 up to nn=16 crossings: =16 crossings: 
all knots of this family have 3all knots of this family have 3--torsion. torsion. 



QuasiQuasi--alternating linksalternating links
The knot 11nThe knot 11n6565 has two minimal diagrams: (3,has two minimal diagrams: (3,--2 1) (2 1,2) and 6*2.2 1.2 1) (2 1,2) and 6*2.2 1.--2 2 
0.0.--1.1.--2 The first diagram is not quasi2 The first diagram is not quasi--alternating, and the second is quasialternating, and the second is quasi--
alternating. Moreover, all minimal knot diagrams of the family dalternating. Moreover, all minimal knot diagrams of the family derived from erived from 
knot 11nknot 11n6565,  (3,,  (3,--p 1) (2 1,2) and 6*2.2 1.p 1) (2 1,2) and 6*2.2 1.--p 0.p 0.--1.1.--2 (p>1) which represent 2 (p>1) which represent 
the same knot have this property: the first is not quasithe same knot have this property: the first is not quasi--alternating, and the alternating, and the 
other is quasiother is quasi--alternating.alternating.
Open problemOpen problem: find a quasi: find a quasi--alternating knot/link without a minimal quasialternating knot/link without a minimal quasi--
alternating diagram. alternating diagram. 

(3,-2 1) (2 1,2) 6*2.2 1.-2 0.-1.-2



Thin non quasiThin non quasi--alternating linksalternating links
As the first candidate for a thin nonAs the first candidate for a thin non--QA knot we proposed QA knot we proposed MontesinosMontesinos knot knot 
11n11n5050 = = --2 2,2 2,3 = 2 2,2 2,3 = MM(0;(5,(0;(5,--2),(5,2),(3,1))= 2),(5,2),(3,1))= MM(1;(5,3),(5,2),(3,1)) without (1;(5,3),(5,2),(3,1)) without 
quasiquasi--alternating diagrams up to alternating diagrams up to nn=12 crossings. Three weeks later, Josh =12 crossings. Three weeks later, Josh 
Greene at Greene at Knots in WashingtonKnots in Washington proved that 11nproved that 11n5050 is not QA. is not QA. 
Among 11Among 11--crossing links we proposed two candidates: (2,2+) crossing links we proposed two candidates: (2,2+) --(2 1,3), and (2 1,3), and 
6*2.(2,6*2.(2,--2):2 0. For the first two J. Greene proved that they are not QA.2):2 0. For the first two J. Greene proved that they are not QA.

-2 2,2 2,3 (2,2+) -(2 1,3) 6*2.(2,-2):2 0

For p>5 knots of the family -2 2,2 2, p have 5-torsion, but KLs

 

of the family 
(p,2+)-(2 1,3) are thin up to 16 crossing, so this is maybe the first infinite family of 
thin KLs

 

which are not QA..



Thin non QA knots and linksThin non QA knots and links
Candidates for 12Candidates for 12--crossing thin knots that are not QAcrossing thin knots that are not QA

Candidates for 12-crossing thin links that are not QA:

(2 1,3),2,(2,-2), 6*2:.(-2 1,3) 0, 6*3.(2,-2):2 0,

8*2.-2 1 0::2,  8*(2,-2)::-2 0

S. Jablan and R. Sazdanovic: Quasi-alternating links and odd homology:
computations and conjectures (2009)



Input: Input: 
knots and links in Conway notationknots and links in Conway notation



Conversion functionsConversion functions

fFindCon
fClassicToCon
fPdataFromDow
fPDataFromDowker
DowfromPD
fKnotscapeDow
fSignsKL



Minimal DT codes & MutantsMinimal DT codes & Mutants



Different projections of knots Different projections of knots 
and linksand links



TorusTorus KLsKLs



Rational Rational KLsKLs

RationalKL- computes all rational  sa n crossings. Their number 
Is given by the following formula:

2n-4+2 [n/2]-2



UnKnotLinkUnKnotLink
Open problem:
Continued fractions and unlinking
number of rational KLs



VIRTUAL KNOTS AND LINKS 
IN CONWAY NOTATION
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webMathematicawebMathematica: : 
http://http://math.ict.edu.rsmath.ict.edu.rs
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